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Abstract: Purpose: Several non-invasive measurement methods have been described in the literature for recording
thoracic kyphosis, lumbar lordosis and straight leg raise (SLR). However, attempts to quantify the reliability of the
inclinometer in these measurements are scarce. In addition, existing reliability studies within the literature were found to
use small sample sizes. The aim of this investigation was to examine the intra-rater reliability of the chief investigator
(SM), in order to provide clinicians with data that will allow them to better measure sagittal spinal posture and SLR. A
blinded test-retest design was performed to determine the intra-rater reliability of thoracic kyphosis, lumbar lordosis and
SLR when assessed using an Isomed inclinometer in normals.
Methods. Thirty asymptomatic subjects were assessed on two occasions separated by a time interval of 1 hour to reduce
investigator memory bias. Thoracic and lumbar measurements were recorded in a relaxed standing position using an
inclinometer; SLR of the dominant leg was assessed with subjects in the supine position. Intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICC), 95% confidence intervals (CI), and standard errors of measurement (SEM) were analysed to determine
measurement reliability.
Results. The chief investigator demonstrated excellent intra-rater reliability in the measurements of thoracic kyphosis,
lumbar lordosis and SLR. ICC (2,3) values for all three variables exceeded the 0.90 threshold suggesting that the
reliability of these measures are acceptable for clinical application.
Conclusions. The inclinometer technique employed in this study to record thoracic kyphosis, lumbar lordosis and SLR is a
reliable measurement method.
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INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of posture is commonly assessed to help
guide diagnosis and plan treatment in musculoskeletal
conditions [1, 2]. Two variables commonly assessed during
an examination of spinal posture are thoracic kyphosis and
lumbar lordosis. It has been suggested that deviations in one
or both of these variables may increase a person's risk of
developing low back pain [3-5]. In addition, the straight leg
raise (SLR) test, which is used to stress neuromuscular
structures, is a potential indicator of lumbar disc pathology
[6], often becoming impaired during presentations of low
back pain and sciatica [7].
Standing radiographs are the gold standard method for
measuring spinal angles. The radiograph enables the
traditional Cobb method, modified Cobb method, computer
assisted method for deriving radius of thoracic spine
curvature, and thoracic vertebral centroid angles to be
calculated [8, 9]. The use of a simple, quick and reliable
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method for measuring both spinal angles and SLR would be
beneficial in a clinical setting where radiographic
investigations are not commonly indicated.
Since its inception in the late 1960's, inclinometry has
received widespread attention by many authors who
advocate its use in measuring both spinal posture [10-15]
and SLR [16, 17]. Non-invasive measurement devices such
as the inclinometer may help improve diagnostic accuracy
and aid the clinician in determining a patient's progress more
efficiently [11].
Despite the inclinometer's increasing popularity, reports
detailing its reliability are scarce [15]. The fact that there
have been negligible efforts to investigate the reliability of
thoracic kyphosis, lumbar lordosis and SLR measurements
using this tool in a clinical setting may result in a lack of
validity of the outcome measures obtained from its use.
Previous inclinometer studies have used small samples sizes
[10, 17] and less robust reliability statistics [18]. Therefore,
an investigation using a larger sample size, supported by
appropriate reliability statistics is required. The aim of this
study was to investigate the intra-rater reliability of
measuring thoracic kyphosis angle, lumbar lordosis angle
and SLR using an inclinometer in a clinical environment.
2012 Bentham Open
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Fig. (1). Isomed Inclinometer.

The experimental hypothesis for this study was that the intrarater reliability of the investigator measuring thoracic kyphosis
angle, lumbar lordosis angle and SLR will show acceptable
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC = 0.91-1.00) indicating
reliability suitable for clinical measurements [19].
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fig. (2). Angle for measuring thoracic and lumbar spine angles.

Subjects

palpation techniques employed in this study were adapted
from those described by Palastanga et al. [20]. Three
inclinometer (Isomed Unilever) measurements (Isomed, 975
Sandy Blvd., Portland, OR 97214) were then taken from
each marker location. The inclinometer Fig. (1) consists of a
perspex protractor with a freely swinging pointer, and two
feet which project from its base. The pointer is gravitydependent and reads the angle tangent to the surface being
measured. Mean values were summated, using the linear &
triangular addition of angles rule [12], for T1/T2 and T12/L1
measurements and T12/L1 and S2/S3 measurements to
acquire the thoracic kyphosis Fig. (2) and lumbar lordosis
angle, respectively.

This study was approved by a Research Ethics
Subcommittee at King's College London [KCL]. Subjects
were recruited via email advertising using the KCL website
and by verbal invitation at the Guy's Campus at KCL. Male
and female volunteers aged 18 to 65 years of age fulfilled the
inclusion criteria. Exclusion criteria were any indication of
lower limb neurological compromise, or a history of thoracic
pain, lumbar pain, or lower limb disorders over the past six
months requiring medical attention. Limitation of movement
of the hip or knee, scoliosis, chest conditions such as asthma,
chronic bronchitis and emphysema, pregnancy, any systemic
illness, and an inability to give informed consent were also
criteria for exclusion.
Procedure
All testing was conducted in the same room at KCL by
the chief investigator (SM). Those individuals who agreed to
participate and met the inclusion criteria and did not fulfil
the exclusion criteria were invited to attend two
appointments, approximately one hour apart. On the first
appointment subjects were given a full explanation of the
testing procedure, warned of any potential risk factors and
asked to sign informed consent documentation by the second
investigator (AVB). Body mass, height and age were
recorded.
Prior to measuring spinal angles, participants were asked
to stand with their feet either side of a spot marked on the
floor (to ensure standardisation of subject position between
measures) and adopt a comfortable standing position that felt
natural to them. The spinous processes of T1/T2, T12/L1 and
S2/S3 were then identified by palpation and marked with six
millimetre diameter non-allergenic adhesive stickers. The

On completion of the standing measurements, subjects
were asked to lie supine on a plinth with a pillow under their
head, arms by their sides, no lateral flexion or rotation at
their trunk, and hips in neutral adduction/abduction. An
adhesive marker was then placed directly on the subject’s
tibial tuberosity of their dominant [test] leg [determined by
asking each subject which leg they would kick a football
with]. During the SLR test, the subject's contralateral knee
was stabilised by one of the two examiners in an attempt to
reduce spinal movement. Three inclinometer readings,
representing SLR, were taken by placing the apparatus over
the marker [17]. The end point of the SLR movement was
determined when the subject reported the first onset of either
stretch or discomfort.
All stickers were removed after the first measurement
session. The interval between appointments was one hour
ensuring that the chief investigator could not recall previous
measurements. To further reduce investigator memory bias,
the data collection procedure was staggered with two other
subject data collections filling the time between another
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was increased to 30 in order to increase statistical power, and
to account for a loss of subject data and subject withdrawal.

Table 1. Subject Demographics
Variables

Subjects (n=30)

Age (years)

33 (SD +/-11.23)

Body height (cm)

172 (SD +/- 11)

Body mass (kg)

72 (SD +/- 12)
Male: 15 (50%)

Gender

Female: 15 (50%)
Right: 27 (90%)

Dominant Leg

Left: 3 (10%)

subject’s first and second visits. This meant that a total of 18
measurements were recorded before the second set of
measurements were made on the initial subject.
Sample Size Estimation
For a significance level of 5% and a power of 80, the
suggested adequate number of subjects required is 19 [21,
22]. The number of subjects recruited into the current study

Statistical Analysis
Mean values of each measurement recorded were used
for data analysis. Intra-rater reliability was determined by
means of intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), 95%
confidence intervals (95% CI) and standard error of
measurements (SEM) [23]. ICC model 2 has been suggested
[19] to be best suited for generalizing the findings to
clinicians with similar clinical experience. ICC models for
single measures (2,1) and for average measures (2,3) were
evaluated using SPSS version 17.0 software [SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, Il, USA]
RESULTS
A total of 30 asymptomatic subjects (15 female, 15 male)
were recruited for this study. Subject demographic data is
presented in Table 1. The ICC, 95% CI and SEM for the
spinal and SLR measurements are presented in Table 2. The
ICC Model (2,1) results for the single measurements ranged

Table 2. Intra-rater Reliability Results

Mean
(º)

Range
(º)

Thoracic Kyphosis

Lumbar Lordosis

Straight Leg

(T1/2 + T12/L1)

(T12/L1 – S2/3)

Raise

Test 1

32 (SD +/-8)

-29 (SD +/-8)

80 (SD +/-12)

Test 2

33 (SD +/- 8.1)

-29 (SD +/- 8)

81 (SD +/- 12)

Test 1

17 – 48

-50 - (-14)

59 – 104

Test 2

16 – 48

-52 - (-13)

59 – 105

0.92

0.79

0.94

0.84 – 0.96

0.60 – 0.90

0.88 – 0.97

2.3

3.8

3.0

4.6

7.7

5.9

0.96

0.93

0.98

0.92 – 0.98

0.83 – 0.97

0.96 – 0.99

1.7

2.3

1.7

3.3

4.6

3.5

Single Measure
ICC (2,1)
95% CI
for ICC (2,1)
SEM (º)
for ICC (2,1)
2 x SEM (º)
for ICC (2,1)
Average Measures
ICC (2,3)
95% CI
for ICC (2,3)
SEM (º)
for ICC (2,3)
2 x SEM (º)
for ICC (2,3)
Legend:
SD Standard deviation
ICC Intra-class correlation coefficient
CI Confidence interval
SEM Standard error of measurement
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Fig. (3). SEM and 2xSEM values.

from 0.79 to 0.94, and for average measures [ICC Model
(2,3)] ranged from 0.93 to 0.98.
Thoracic kyphosis, lumbar lordosis and SLR measures all
showed ICC's > 0.75 for ICC (2,1) and ICC (2,3)
measurements, thus indicating good overall reliability [19].
The ICC average measures (2,3) demonstrated agreement
above 0.90 for all three variables. Most notably, SLR
demonstrated the best ICC out of all measures with 0.94 for
the single ICC (2,1) and 0.98 for the average ICC (2,3)
measures. In addition, thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lordosis
angle scored highly using the standards of agreement
described by Portney & Watkins [19], with average measure
ICC's equating to 0.94 and 0.93, respectively. For the
average measures, the 95% CI for SLR, thoracic kyphosis
and lumbar lordosis (Table 2) all show relatively narrow
boundaries indicating a small margin of error in the
application of this technique [24].
The SEM, a reflection of the degree of error associated
with a particular method of measurement [19], demonstrated
1 SEM values of 2º for thoracic kyphosis, lumbar lordosis
and the SLR Fig. (3). Using the 1 SEM, a clinician may
assume with 68% certainty that the individuals true score
will lie between +/-2º of the measured value if the clinician’s
skill matches the examiner in this study. When examining
the 2 SEM scores, which increase the certainty to 95%, these
values increase to approximately 4º. Therefore, the minimal
value required for these measures to be considered real
change is 4º.
DISCUSSION
The primary focus of this study was to evaluate the intrarater reliability of clinical methods for measuring thoracic
kyphosis, lumbar lordosis and SLR. Analysis of the results
obtained in this study suggest that the technique employed
by the chief investigator demonstrated reliability acceptable
for clinical application [19].
At present, a limited number of investigations have
assessed the intra-rater reliability of thoracic kyphosis,
lumbar lordosis or SLR. Furthermore, no studies have been

identified that assess a single investigator’s reliability when
measuring all three variables as part of a continuous
assessment procedure that replicates clinical practice. In
order to validate the external measurement techniques
undertaken in this study, comparisons have been made
between results of this investigation and those found in the
literature.
THORACIC KYPHOSIS
As part of a larger investigation examining shoulder
impingement syndrome, Lewis and colleagues [10]
performed a pilot study to test the measurement reliability of
the chief investigator. In the asymptomatic group, Lewis et
al. [10] demonstrated single measurement ICC (2,1) scores
for thoracic kyphosis of 0.96, 95% CI from 0.91 – 0.98, and
+/-1 SEM of 2º. These results are in strong agreement with
those of the current study which demonstrated good
reliability for both single [ICC (2,1) = 0.92; 95% CI = 0.84 –
0.96; and 1 SEM = 2º] and average [ICC (2,3) = 0.96; 95%
CI = 0.92 – 0.98; and 1 SEM = 2º] measures. Although 30
subjects were tested by Lewis et al. [10], the symptomatic (n
= 15) and asymptomatic (n = 15) groups were examined
independently. It has been suggested that 19 subjects would
be adequate to determine true instrument reliability [21]. For
this reason, subject numbers used in the Lewis et al.
investigation [10] may not have been sufficient in
comparison to the larger sample size used in the current
study.
In addition to the Lewis et al. [10] findings, Mellin [11]
demonstrated similar intra-rater ICC values of 0.92 when
measuring the kyphosis of asymptomatic subjects (n =10).
Unfortunately, this author does not describe in detail which
mathematical method was used to calculate the thoracic
angle, thus making it difficult for comparisons to be made
with the current investigation. In accordance with Sim and
Wright’s [22] suggested subject sample size of 19, the ten
subjects in Mellin’s study may not have been sufficient to
fully determine the reliability of the technique. However,
even with this reduced sample size, similar ICC values to
that of our larger study were obtained.
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LUMBAR LORDOSIS
Mellin [11] reported similar ICC values (0.94) to the
current study for postural lordosis, however, there is no
reference to the ICC model that was used. Agreement
between these two findings may relate to similar subject
positioning as both studies measured spinal curvatures in
neutral standing. In a more recent study, Ng et al. [15]
measured lumbar angles in combination with lumbar range
of movement on 12 healthy men with no history of back
pain. The ICC results for lumbar lordosis were 0.95,
suggesting that the method of measurement employed by Ng
and colleagues [15] showed adequate clinical reliability [19].
However, even though their score is similar to that achieved
in the present study, it should not be construed as a definitive
clinical representation of reliability. These authors did not
calculate the 95% CI or SEM, which help to indicate the
magnitude of disagreement between measurements, or
indicate which ICC model was used for analysis.
The results of the present study also lend support to the
findings of Norton et al. [25] who measured the lumbar
curvature of 30 adults using the Metrecom and a bubble
goniometer. Norton et al. [25] demonstrated an ICC (3,3) of
0.92. Similarities in the ICC scores are thought to be due to a
number of reasons. Firstly, the methods employed in both
investigations utilise the tangent mathematical model as
described by Loebl [12]. Secondly, both Norton et al. [25]
and the investigators in the current study recorded lumbar
lordosis from the spinous processes of T12/L1 and S2.
SLR
Excellent intra-rater reliability [ICC (2,3) = 0.98; 95% CI
= 0.96 – 0.99; and 2 SEM = 4º] was shown in the current
investigation when measuring SLR. These findings are
comparable with those shown in one previous study by Li et
al. [26] who demonstrated an ICC of 0.99 when using an
inclinometer to record SLR using a similar method.
Conversely, inclinometer readings for a SLR reliability pilot
study by Corben et al. [17] showed good levels of reliability
with an ICC of 0.87, 95% CI of 0.56 – 0.97, and SEM of 3º
[17]. Of particular interest is that both Corben et al. [17], and
the investigators in the current study measured SLR with the
Isomed inclinometer placed over the tibial tuberosity of the
testing leg. However, despite similarities in the testing
procedure, reliability results were considerably different.
This can be attributed to a number of factors. Firstly, when
testing SLR the present study fixed the thigh of the nontested leg to the bed using a second examiner. Another
possible reason for the differences in findings was that
Corben et al. [17] rested the opposite limb on pillows which
may have reduced the specificity of the test. Additionally,
these investigators used a small sample size (n = 10) to
examine SLR reliability.
LIMITATIONS
Postural variation resulting from respiration and postural
sway may have led to a degree of error during the
measurement procedure. In addition, potential inaccuracies
on palpation of anatomical landmarks may have affected the
validity of the measurement. Subjects included in this study
were 30 asymptomatic adults. Therefore, generalization of
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these results to individuals who are older or symptomatic
would not be appropriate.
CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
Current methods of measurements for idiopathic scoliosis
include radiographic and stereovideographic techniques
which can be both expensive and time consuming [27].
Therefore, the use of a simple, quick and reliable method for
quantifying modifications in postural geometry would be
valuable to clinicians who assess patients presenting with
conditions like Ankylosing Spondylitis and Scheuermann's
disease. The values obtained from the spinal measurements
described in this study could also be used by clinicians
providing feedback to patients when educating them on good
postural positioning. Although this study demonstrates high
reliability for the inclinometer assessment techniques, it does
not demonstrate their validity as measures of spinal
curvature. In order to establish validity, further research,
comparing spinal angles obtained from inclinometer
assessment with those obtained from radiographic
investigations – the gold standard – is required.
CONCLUSION
The methods employed in this study have demonstrated
excellent clinical reliability (ICC > 0.90) whilst using an
Isomed inclinometer to measure thoracic kyphosis, lumbar
lordosis and SLR in asymptomatic subjects. Advantages
associated with this reliable method of measurement are that
it is simple to use, time efficient, and relatively inexpensive
to maintain. These positive characteristics lend further
support to the use of this instrument within clinical practice,
and should give therapists confidence when using this
method of measurement to help guide treatment progression.
The findings of this study compare favourably with previous
studies, especially as this was one of the first investigations
to utilise both a larger sample size and appropriate reliability
statistical analyses.
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